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Abstract

The e�ect of angular spread and nominal angle of arrival on the spatial cor�
relation of fading waveforms is examined� A new model� based on the Jakes
model� is introduced which generates a group of M fading waveforms for a
linear array of M antennas� where the waveforms are appropriately corre�
lated according to angle spread and nominal angle of arrival� Angular spread
of the signal will manifest itself in the correlation of these fading waveforms�
no angular spread will give totally correlated waveforms while angular spread
will give some decorrelation among the antenna�receiver elements� Correla�
tion of simulated waveforms is examined as well as examples of the e�ect of
the model in simulated wireless radio links�



� Introduction

With antenna array�multielement receivers in a free�space environment� a
speci�c phase shift is introduced into the received signals at each antenna
element� dependent on the arrival angle of the received signal� When simulat�
ing such a multielement receiver in a scattering� Rayleigh fading environment�
the question arises� how do we model the fading at each element taking into
consideration the direction of arrival and the potential for the scattered sig�
nal to be coming from di�erent directions �a non�planar� wave�	 With a
multielement receiver in a fading environment� there are two extremes�

� Perfectly correlated fading� where the signal at each antenna element
is faded in the same manner� Here the closely spaced antenna elements
are considered a phased array since the high correlation of phase infor�
mation in the multiple received signals allows the retrieval of direction
of arrival information� In this case� all of the signal comes from a single
direction and has a planar carrier wave�

� Totally uncorrelated fading� where the signal at each antenna element
is independently faded� and the carrier wave is non�planar at the array�
Here� the widely spaced antenna elements are considered a diversity
array� since diversity is obtained by the lack of correlation in the enve�
lope of the received signals
 if one signal is in a deep fade� it is unlikely
that the other signals are in a deep fade as well�

It is logical to assume that due to local scatterers around a mobile trans�
mitter there should be some angular spread to the arrival angle� �� of the
signal� That is� if local scattering were not present� the signal would be
represented as a discrete impulse of energy on the arrival angle axis� shown
in Figure ��a�� If local scatterers are present� the energy is no longer con�
tained at one discrete angle� but is dispersed� or �smeared� as shown by the
example in Figure ��b��

A number of previous works use this notion in their modeling of the
directional channel� In some cases� a ring of scatters of signi�cant diameter
is used to model the spreading of the the arrival angle ��� �� �� ��� while some

�We are considering that a discrete source of a signal is su�ciently far away that the

carrier of a signal has a planar wave� The non�planar characteristic� here� comes from the

superposition of planar�waves from scatter sources in di�erent directions
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Figure �� Spreading in Angle of Arrival� �� �a� zero angular spread �b�
non�zero angular spread

use an area �typically circular� of uniformly distributed scatterers to model
the scattering��� �� ���

This paper examines the spreading of the received signal in arrival angle�
translating to the correlation of the fading of the received signal at di�erent
elements in a phased array� It introduces a new model� based on the Jakes
model� which generates the Rayleigh ��at� fading waveforms for the received
signals at each of the elements of an array� for use in simulating wireless
links���� The spread in arrival angle due to the scatterers around the mobile
transmitter is incorporated directly to appropriately correlate the multiple
fading waveforms for the array� In this work� the ring of scatterers model is
focused upon� though the method of generating the waveforms need not be
restricted to this distribution of scatterers�

Section � of this paper examines analytically the spatial correlation along
a linear antenna array for the ring of scatterers model� Section � brie�y re�
views the Jakes fading model and discusses the modi�cations to that model
to account for angular spreading� Section � examines the correlation of fad�
ing waveforms generated with the model and compares the results to the
expected analytical correlation� Section � discusses additional modi�cations
to the fading model in order that uncorrelated groups of fading waveforms
may be obtained� The e�ects of the modi�ed fading model are shown in
the simulation of example wireless system in Section �� and the paper is
concluded with Section ��

� Analytical Correlation

To examine the e�ect of angle spread on the spatial correlation of fading
waveforms at an antenna array� an approach similar to the development in
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Figure �� Geometry of Scatterers

��� for the spatial correlation at the base station is used� First� we assign a
speci�c radius to a ring of scatterers which produces the fading waveform�
giving us the di�ering angles of arrival of signals scattered toward the base
station� In Figure �� � is the angle of spreading around some nominal angle
of arrival� �� so that

� � � � � ���

By simple trigonometry� � can be described in terms of the radius of the
circle of scatterers� R� the distance between the mobile transmitter� d� and
the angle� �� of a scatterer with respect to the line between the receiver and
transmitter�

� � arctan

�
R sin���

d�R cos���

�
� ���

Assuming that R is small with respect to d� then ��� simpli�es with trigono�
metric approximations to

� � �max sin���� ���

where �max is the maximum angle spread de�ned to be equal to R�d� Equa�
tion ��� is a reasonable approximation of ��� if R�d � ��� �corresponding to
a maximum spreading of ���� rad or ����� around a nominal arrival angle��

Of interest is the correlation of waveforms separated in distance and re�
ceived along an axis� speci�cally� the line of antennas in a linear array� Con�
sider� in Figure �� a signal from a particular point on the ring of scatterers
approaching the line with an angle of arrival � �which is a function of ��
the location of the scatterer on the circle� and the nominal angle of arrival�
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Figure �� Correlation Geometry

��� The signal received� r�t� z � ��� at some location z � � �where z and �
are expressed in terms of multiples of the carrier wavelength� will simply be
a phase shifted version of the signal at location z� This is often known as
the �narrowband assumption for arrays� � is considered small enough where
the time delay in signal arrival along the array is negligible with respect to
the data signal modulating the carrier� but is signi�cant with regard to the
carrier phase���� If we let r�t� z� � s�t�� then the version received at z�� will
be a phase advanced version �since it arrives �rst�� r�t� z� �� � s�t� exp�j���
The crosscorrelation of the signal is then

�	�z� z � �� � E�r�t� z�r��t� z � ���

� E�s�t�s��t� exp��j���
� E�s�t�s��t� exp��j�
� sin������ ���

where we have de�ned the phase shift� � � �
� sin���� by the geometry and
delay for propagation� Assuming that E�js�t�j�� � �� we are left with

�	��� � E�exp��j�
� sin������ ���

Since these scatterers are assumed uniformly distributed around the circle of
scatterers� the average is taken with respect to a uniform alpha �see Appendix
A�� resulting in�

�	��� � J���
��max cos���� exp��j�
� sin����� ���

where J���� is the Bessel function of order zero�
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To further understand the nature of the spreading of the received signal
in arrival angle� and subsequently its spatial correlation along the antenna
array� consider the power angle density �PAD�� The PAD is analogous to
the power spectral density �PSD� and simply gives the power received in a
di�erential element of arrival angle �d�� as the PSD gives us the power of a
signal in a di�erential element of frequency �df�� We consider all the power
scattered towards the receiver �P�� to be evenly distributed among all the
scatterers in the circle about the mobile� With a continuum of scatterers in
this ring� the power is uniformly distributed in the angle � about the mobile�
with the power in a di�erential element of angle d� being�

Po
�


d�� ���

Transforming this distribution in alpha �see Appendix B� to a distribution
in � through the relations in ��� and ��� results in a PAD of�

S��� �
P�



q
��max � �� � ���

� ���

when � � �max � � � � � �max and �� otherwise� This PAD is shown in
Figure �� Note that this is the same form as the power spectral density of
the E��eld component of a fading waveform as given in ����Eq� �������� In
fact� this PAD has an inverse Fourier transform relationship with the spatial
correlation derived at ���� provided that the angle spread ��max� is small�
For simplicity of illustration� consider the case where � � �� so that � � ��
then�

�	��� �
Z �max

��max

S��� exp�j�
� sin����d� �
Z �max

��max

S��� exp�j�
���d�� ���

Here� � is analogous to � in the time correlation� and � is analogous to f
in the PSD� For the more general case of the nominal angle of arrival � �� ��
the Fourier relationship still holds at small angle spreads� with some modi�
�cations� By following the same line of reasoning as in ���������� Appendix
A� � cos��� now maps to f � and the result of the inverse transform must be
multiplied by a phase term of exp��j�
 sin�����

It is noted that spatial correlation for a ring of scatterers has the same
form as the complex correlation of the E��eld of the fading component� as
given in ���� with a re�mapping of the variables� Given this relationship� the
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Figure �� Power Angle Density for Ring of Scatterers � � �� R � ��m�
d � ���m ��max � ����

complex correlation along the axis of a linear array can be found for any
PAD �i�e�� any distribution of scatterers� provided the angle spread is small
enough for the approximation sin��� � � to hold�

For example� a uniformly distributed disk of scatterers is another model
which has been used to describe scattering ��� ��� Given this model� the
power from this disk of scatterers can be mapped into a PAD� to obtain �	���
from the modi�ed inverse Fourier relationship� Using the same conventions
for R� d� and �max as before� a uniformly distributed disk of scatterers gives
a PAD of

S��� �
�P�

��max

q
��max � �� � ���� ����

when � � �max � � � � � �max and �� otherwise� The PAD for this model
of scatterers has the same form as the PSD for the x�direction H��eld in
��� �Eq� �������� Using the modi�ed inverse Fourier transform� a complex
correlation �setting P� � ��
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Figure �� Correlation vs� Separation� Ring and Disk of Scatterers

�	��� � �J���
��max cos���� � J���
��max cos�����

� exp��j�
� sin���� ����

is obtained� which is the same form as the complex correlation of the H��eld
in ���� with the appropriate substitution of variables�

Figure � shows the correlation expressed as 	��� � j�	���j for both the ring
of scatterers and disk of scatterers model� In this case� the nominal angle
of arrival is � � � and the angle spread �max � ���� �R�d � ������ � ���
rad�� The di�erence between these curves suggests that the ring of scatterers
may be a su�cient model for the simulation of wireless links� however for
purposes of directional estimation� it suggests that a more accurate model of
scattering may be needed�
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� Modi�cations to the Jakes Model

To generate fading waveforms that take into account the angle of arrival and
angle spread� consider the ring of scatterers model previously described� with
N discrete scatterers� where the nth scatterer is at the angle �n in the circle�

�n �
�
�n� ����

N
����

A fading waveform model is given by

T �t� �
�p
N

NX
n��

exp�j�nt� �n��� ����

where
n � max cos��n � �� ����

is the Doppler shift associated with the signal coming from the nth scatterer�
max is the maximum Doppler frequency� �n is a random phase� and � is
the angle of motion of the transmitter with respect to the line between the
mobile transmitter and the base receiver� This model is the basis for Jakes
model ��� and the modi�ed Jakes model in �����

To incorporate the angle of arrival of each scatterer� �� an array response
vector is created for each scattered signal� The array response vector simply
contains the phase shift appropriate for each antenna element due to the
angle of arrival of the signal� For an uniformly spaced linear array �ULA� of
M�antenna elements� this is given by

an �
�p
M

�
�����

�
exp��j���
 sin��n��
exp��j����
 sin��n��

���
exp��j�M � �����
 sin��n��

�
����� � ����

where �� is the interelement spacing of the antennas in terms of wavelengths����
While � was based on an approximation of � to obtain the analytic results
in Section �� the exact expression ��� for � is used to calculate � here and
for the simulations cited in Section ��

Each scattered signal is multiplied by its response vector and summed
with the other scattered signals�

T�t� �
�p
N

NX
n��

an exp�j�nt� �n��� ����
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In this manner� for an array of M antenna elements� a set of M fading
waveforms is created�

T�t� �

�
����

T��t�
T��t�
���

TM�t�

�
���� � ����

Note that in general� the only way to get a perfectly correlated set of
waveforms is if the array response vector for each scattering element is the
same� This will only happen if the signal from each scatterer comes from
exactly the same direction� i�e� there is no angular spreading� This case arises
only if the circle of scatterers is considered to be essentially a �point source�
orR � � and �max � �� The modeling of a group of fading waveforms reduces�
then� to a single fading waveform multiplied by an array response vector� So
the result is the same fading waveform� with only a phase di�erence between
the fading waveforms in the group� If there is angular spreading �R �� � and
�max �� ��� then� in general� there must be decorrelation of the set of fading
waveforms since the scattering signals arrive from subtly di�erent directions�

In the case of M antennas in an array� it is necessary to calculate the
correlation of the fading waveforms from one antenna to another� or the
correlation expression ��� at �xed� interelement distances� We can examine
the correlation matrix for a set of M fading waveforms generated by our
model� This can be formed from

R�t� � E�T�t�TH�t��

�
�

N
E

��
NX
n��

an exp�j�nt� �n��

	�
NX

m��

a
H
m exp�j�mt� �m��

	�

�
�

N

NX
n��

NX
m��

ana
H
mE �exp�j��n � m�t� �n � �m��� ����

where ���H indicates the conjugate transpose of a matrix� Averaging with
respect to the random phase o�set of each scatterer gives

E �exp�j��n � m�t� �n � �m��� �


� m �� n
� m � n � ����

and

R �
�

N

NX
n��

ana
H
n � ����
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The correlation matrix of the array is the summation of the outer products
of the array response vectors for the signal from each scattered element� This
correlation matrix expression is not restricted to the ULA� but holds for any
planar con�guration of antennas� with rede�nition of an according to the
geometry of the array�

For a ULA� the elements in the rows of this matrix should correspond
with the expression ��� taken at the speci�c spacings of the antennas�

R�t� �

�
�������

�	��� �	���� �	����� � � � �	��M � �����
�	����� �	��� �	���� � � � �	��M � �����

�	������ �	����� �	��� � � � ���
���

���
���

� � �
���

�	��M � ����� � � � � � � � � � �	���

�
�������
� ����

As the number of scatterers in the model�N � approaches in�nity� the elements
of the matrix in ���� converge to the values shown in �����

� Correlation of Simulated Waveforms

Sets of fading waveforms were generated using this modi�ed fading model
for an array of M � �� elements at a �� � ��� �wavelength� spacing� using
N � �� complex oscillators in the model� With a scattering circle radius of
R � ��m� waveforms were generated for transmitters at various distances
�thus� various angular spreads� and various nominal angles of arrival�

The correlation between the waveform for the �rst antenna and the wave�
forms generated for each antenna was calculated as the time average of the
the product of the �rst antenna waveform with the complex conjugate of the
waveform for each of the respective antennas� Waveforms of � second dura�
tions were generated for a maximumDoppler shift of ��� Hz� The magnitude
of the averaged product is plotted versus the separation between the antennas
to which the waveforms corresponded� Plotted for comparison is the magni�
tude of the analytic expression� ���� taken at the appropriate separation ����
angle spread ��max�� and nominal arrival angle ����

Figure � shows the case where the distance of the transmitter to receiver
was varied over d � ����m� ����m� ����m� and ���� with nominal angle
of arrival � � ��� This corresponds to increasing angle spreads of �max �
����� ����� ����� and ����� respectively� In Figure �� with � � ��� the simulated
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Figure �� Correlation vs� Antenna Separation� � � �� R � ��m
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Figure �� Simulation and Analytic Correlation in Distance� � � �� R � ��m
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cases of d � ���m and ����m are compared with the analytic expression
given by ���� where close agreement with theory is observed�

Note that the decorrelation at a given antenna separation becomes more
pronounced as the angular spread becomes greater� This makes sense consid�
ering the analogy between the relationship of frequency to time separation
and the relationship of angle of arrival to spatial separation� If an impulse
exists as the power spectral density in the frequency domain� this will trans�
form to a constant amplitude correlation in time separation� If that PSD
impulse is smeared� or spread� the resulting correlation waveform will no
longer be constant� This is true with the angle of arrival� If the discrete
angle of arrival �an impulse in the PAD or �angle domain� is smeared� the
resulting spatial correlation waveform will not be constant �in the �spatial
domain��

Figure � shows the e�ect of varying nominal angle of arrival� �� In each
case� R � ��m and d � ���m� so the angular spread about that nominal
angle of arrival is constant� As � increases to ��� from boresite� the corre�
lation becomes increasingly �at� with the fading becoming totally correlated
at the end�re angle of arrival� This agrees with the notion that no diversity
is obtained when a signal arrives along the line of antennas in a diversity
array� Again� comparing a couple of simulation cases against the theoretical
analytic expression in Figure �� with nominal angles of arrival � � ��� and
���� close agreement is shown to theory�

All simulated results presented above use a model with N � �� oscillators
to generate the fading waveforms� As expected� with fewer oscillators in the
model� the correlation shows increasingly less agreement with the theoretical
curves� A model with N � �� oscillators was deemed su�cient for use in
subsequent wireless link simulations �see Section ���

Simulation with the model shows independence between the spatial cor�
relation and the direction of motion of the mobile transmitter� The direction
of the mobile will only have an e�ect on the Doppler frequency of each scat�
tered component� Evaluating ����� it can be seen that the dependence on
Doppler frequency drops out when � � � as in this case�

� Further Model Modi�cations

This model generates a group of appropriately correlated fading waveforms
for a group of antennas with the intent of multiplying a given multipath
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Figure �� Correlation and Nominal Angle of Arrival� R � ��m� d � ���m

component coming from some nominal angle of arrival in order to obtain
a faded received signal for each antenna element� For other signals arriv�
ing from other nominal arrival angles �other paths of the desired signal�
or interference signals�� it is desired that we have another group of fading
waveforms that is uncorrelated from the �rst� That is� the group of fading
waveforms should be appropriately correlated within that group according to
angle spread and angle of arrival� but the waveforms should be uncorrelated
from group to group� In this case� the innovations in ���� can be applied�
The �modi�ed Jakes model created there incorporates an N �length Walsh
sequence to multiply the N complex oscillators in the model �one bit of the
sequence multiplying each oscillator� to generate the fading waveform� To
obtain another fading waveform� another Walsh sequence� orthogonal to the
�rst� is multiplied onto the oscillators�

In our model here� the method of using Walsh sequences can be used to
generate groups of waveforms that are uncorrelated from group to group�
Basically� one Walsh sequence is used to generate a group of M correlated
waveforms� then for the next group of M correlated waveforms� another
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Figure �� Simulation and Analytic Correlation in Nominal Angle of Arrival�
R � ��m� d � ���m

Walsh sequence is chosen� Modifying the model given in ����� we can generate
the jth set of fading waveforms�

Tj�t� �
�p
N

NX
n��

anuj�n� exp�j�nt� �n�� ����

where uj�n� is the nth bipolar bit of the jth Walsh sequence of length N � In
this way� up to N sets of M fading waveforms may be generated� where the
waveforms within each group are correlated appropriately� while the wave�
forms across groups will be uncorrelated�

In ����� the fact that equation ���� contains four terms of the same Doppler
frequency �two identically positive� and two identically negative� is used to
make an approximation that reduces the number of required oscillator wave�
forms �and consequently their computation time� by a factor of four� Essen�
tially four complex exponential terms are combined into a single real cosine
waveform� It is not clear� however� whether the use of �quadrantal symme�
try is applicable in this case� While terms of ���� share the same Doppler
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frequency� they will not generally share the same direction of arrival� which
is an essential aspect of the model here� It may be possible to use a �half�
plane symmetry approximation to reduce this model complexity� and this
is a matter of further study�

� Simulation of Example Systems

To illustrate the e�ect of the angular spreading in this fading model on the
performance of wireless communication links� a phased array base station
receiver was simulated�

The modulation and slot structure was similar to U�S� digital cellular�����
a slot of ��� �

�
�QPSK symbols at �� ksym�sec with root raised cosine �RRC�

pulse shape� The leading �� symbols of the slot are used for training pur�
poses� The receiver utilizes a � element� half wavelength spaced phased array
receiver with a RRC receive �lter on each element� The outputs of each ele�
ment are weighted and combined according to a minimummean square error
�MMSE� criterion� and the weights are adapted in a recursive least squares
�RLS� fashion� This receiver structure is similar to that used in ����� but
in that case� direct matrix inversion and least mean squares methods where
used to solve for combining weights�

Since there are four receiver elements� we consider four channels from
the mobile to the base station� and the channel coe�cients for each are
generated as Rayleigh fading waveforms with the new angle spread model�
with a maximum Doppler rate of � Hz� With the nominal angle of arrival
set to � � ��� angle spreads of ��� ����� and ���� �corresponding to the angle
spreads used for Figure �� were introduced into the fading model to give
appropriately correlated fading waveforms� The results are summarized in
Figure ���where Es

N�

is the symbol energy to noise power density ratio� In this
single user scenario� no interference is present�

It can be seen that improved performance in terms of BER is realized as
the angular spreading of the signal� and therefore the decorrelation of the
fading along the antennas� increases� This is due to the increased diversity
e�ects as a result of the decorrelation of the fading among the antenna ele�
ments� In essence� as the angular spread of the signals increases� the antenna
array becomes less like a phased array and more like a diversity array�

Another example system of interest is the multiple user case� where si�
multaneous signals may be separated and detected by multiple antennas� In
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Figure ��� Angle Spread and Pe Performance in Fading

this case� we consider two users with the same transmission format as above�
only transmitting simultaneously in the same time slot� In the example sim�
ulated� the user of interest and the interfering signal are in the same direction
from the base station� i�e�� they both have the same nominal arrival angle�
The user of interest is farther away� however� so that the average C�I is ��
dB� Since the users are separated in distance �though not in angle� it is fair
to assume that the fading is uncorrelated between the users� since they are
surrounded by di�erent scatterers�

If the fading at each antenna of the array is totally correlated for a user
�corresponding to the �� spread case� and the signals come from the same
direction� then the two user signals will not be separable� Even though there
is uncorrelated fading between the users at an antenna� the same fading
exists at all the other antennas times a complex �phase� constant� Since the
user signals come from the same direction� this complex constant is the same
for both user signals� so we have phase shifted versions of the same received
signal at each antenna� With essentially the same signal at each antenna�
all the extra degrees of freedom required to solve for multiple signals are
gone� and the signals are inseparable� However� if the fading for each user
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Figure ��� Angle Spread and BER Performance in Fading for Two Users at
the same Arrival Angle

is decorrelated along the array� even by a small amount� the signals will be
separable even if they come from the same direction� Figure �� shows the
e�ect of the decorrelation from the model on the detectability of the user of
interest� At �� spread case� as expected� the signal is undetectable with a
BER of � ���� However� as angular spread is introduced� the signal becomes
detectable� and BER performance increases as the angle spread is increased
from ���� to �����

� Conclusion

In this paper� the relationship between angular spread� power angle density�
and spatial correlation in Rayleigh fading waveforms is shown� A method
is developed of generating a group of appropriately correlated fading wave�
forms for use in the context of phased antenna array reception which takes
into account this notion of angular spreading of a signal� This method is a
modi�cation of the Jakes model which introduces the angle of arrival of each

��



scatterer and uses this angle to generate an array response vector� The array
response vector of a scattered signal is used to multiply that signal and add
it to the group of fading waveforms� The correlation of generated waveforms
was examined in the case of a uniform linear array by both simulation and
analytical means� with close agreement between the two results� While the
correlation was examined for the ULA case� the model itself is general and
will work with any planar arrangement of antennas� As long as the array
response vector for an arrival angle can be calculated� fading waveforms for
that array can be generated with appropriate correlation across the antenna
elements� Groups of fading waveforms that are uncorrelated from group to
group are obtainable by incorporating the use of Walsh sequences as in �����
The model is of principal use in the simulation and analysis of wireless links
involving phased antenna arrays� The model is use here in an example wire�
less link simulation� showing the importance of considering angular spread
�and the consequent decorrelation of fading� in simulation of phased array
receivers�
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A Appendix

To arrive at the expression for the correlation of a received signal along
the axis of a linear array given by ���� the expected value in ��� must be
evaluated� For this evaluation� the average over a uniform distribution in
angle � is taken�

�	��� �
�

�


Z
��

�

exp��j�
� sin����d�� ����

Observing that � � � � � and assuming that � is small�

sin��� � sin��� � � cos���� ����

���� then becomes�

�	��� �
�

�

exp��j�
� sin����

Z
��

�

exp��j�
�� cos����d� ����

��



Since � is a function of � by ����

�	��� �
�

�

exp��j�
� sin����

Z
��

�

exp��j�
��max sin��� cos����d�� ����

The integrand in this equation is of the form where the relation

exp�ju sin�v�� �
�X

n��

Jn�u� exp�jnv� ����

can be used� Letting u � ��
��max cos���� ���� becomes�

�	��� �
�

�

exp��j�
� sin����

�X
n��

Jn�u�
Z

��

�

exp��jn��d�� ����

The integral evaluates to � for all n except n � �� and we are left with a
general expression for the correlation as a function of separation� �� angular
spread� �max� and nominal angle of arrival� ��

�	��� � J���
��max cos���� exp��j�
� sin����� ����

B Appendix

To arrive at the distribution of power in the arrival angle ��� or power angle
density� the distribution of power among the scatterers around the trans�
mitter must be transformed� With a continuous ring of scatterers� there is
uniform distribution of power among the scatterers or through �� the angle
around the transmitter� The power scattered by a di�erential element of ��
d�� is then

Po
�


d�� ����

where Po is the total signal power scattered toward the receiver� De�ning the
power angle density as S���� the energy arriving in a di�erential element of
arrival angle� d�� is S���d�� Consider Figure �� which shows the di�erential
elements� For any given angle of arrival for scattered energy� the energy
arriving in that di�erential element d� comes from two separate di�erential
portions of the ring� one at �� and ��� The power in a di�erential portion of
arrival angle is then two times that given in �����

S���d� �
Po


d�� ����

��
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so

S��� �
Po



d�

d�
� ����

From ��� and ��� we know that

� � � � � � � � �max sin���� ����

and

� � sin��
�
� � �

�max

	
� ����

Evaluating d�

d�
� we obtain

S��� �
P�



q
��max � �� � ���

� ����

when � � �max � � � � � �max� and � otherwise�
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